
When the centre prop-shaft joint on this

2006 VW Touareg failed, producing

vibration and loud knocking noise from the centre

of the vehicle, we were surprised that our local

factor did not stock a replacement unit. The local

main dealer did, but this was around €850.

Deciding that there must be a better way, we

discovered that our local factor did carry the

centre bearing for a price tag of under €100.

The prop-shaft, at first glance,

appears to be sealed in the centre

making the replacement of just the

bearing a difficult job. This is not

strictly true. Splitting the shaft involves

gently prising off the metal collar by

levering the metal retainer away from

the joint. This will allow the boot to be

pulled back away from the joint and

will then reveal the circlip securing the

front shaft to the joint in the rear

shaft.

Once the circlip is released, the

position of the two shafts should be

marked to ensure they are refitted in

the same position. The two shafts can

then be separated. This allows the

bearing and centre carrier to be

tapped off from the front shaft. Do

not secure the bearing and attempt to

knock the shaft though. Hitting the end of the

shaft will cause the front joint locating pin to

disappear inside the shaft.

Refitting is in reverse order and the metal

collar can be reaffixed by gently peening the

edges over. The collar has a built-in rubber seal, so

providing the edges are peened over sufficiently it

will not leak grease.

Once back together, all that was required

was for the shaft to be fitted back to the vehicle.

This 1998 Peugeot 308

diesel had been

suffering from sluggish

starting for a while. The

owner decided that the

battery must be the source

of the problem and acquiring

a replacement from his local

motor factor, set about

fitting the battery himself.

Once the new battery had

been fitted, he had no

further trouble for a few

months.

When the problems did

reoccur, he immediately

thought the problem must

be down to a faulty battery

and asked us to test it for

him, before he went back to complain.

When we tested it, the battery was low on

charge. The problem was not with the battery, but

with the connection to the battery. The quick

release terminal had all but fallen apart and was

barely making a connection. This was not only

preventing the battery from charging properly, but

also impairing the current flow to the starter

motor.

A new battery terminal was fitted. Once the

connections were secured, we checked the rate of

charge. The system was now charging correctly,

but to give the battery a fair chance we bought it

back to capacity by giving it a trickle charge.

With the prop-shaft separated the centre bearing can
be replaced

When I first entered the motor trade, if

a set of spark plugs lasted for 12,000

miles without a hiccup they were doing well.

Modern spark plugs have come a long way

from those with platinum and iridium tipped

spark plugs, the design life has multiplied

tenfold.

Because of the longer life expectancy of

the spark plugs, the designers have been

allowed to give slightly less thought to the

replacement process. This means that on

many engines, the job of replacing the spark

plugs can take a lot longer than may have

been expected.

This 2002 BMW (E39) M5 V8 4.9L

engine had spark plugs which were quite

accessible. Once the air filters were removed,

the top covers on the two banks can be

removed, exposing the coil packs which can

then be lifted off to access the spark plugs.

The long rubber sleeve on the coil packs

can have a tendency to stick onto the

porcelain of the spark plug, but with gentle

persuasion these do normally lift off without

issue. If they don’t budge, then a length of

wire with a hook on the end can be lowered

down the side of the coil pack rubber. Using

the hook on the edge of the rubber, the coil

pack can then be lifted off as the rubber

sleeve is pulled up using the hook.

The tightest coil pack to access is on the

rear of nearside bank. Doing this one first will

make the rest seem easy.

The rear plug on the nearside bank is
the most difficult to replace
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